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THIS WEEK IN THE ELIJAH PROPHECY
R I S E N NATURAL HYGIENE COACH CERTIFICATION APRIL 14-24
RECIPE OF THE WEEK - MAC N' CHEESE
BELLAVITA LIFESTYLE CENTER - JANUARY 20 - 29
NATURAL REMEDIES AND RAW FOOD CLASSES 0 FRESNO, CA
JANUARY 11-13

R I S E N APRIL 14-28

ENROLL NOW!

NATURAL HYGIENE COACH

"We have come to a time when every member of the church should take hold of the Medical Missionary work."
A Call to Medical Evangelism and Health Education, pg. 79

NATURAL HYGIENE SCHOOL
Greetings!

R I S E N (Remedial and Integrated School of Naturopathy and Evangelism) graduated seven new Certified Natural Hygiene Coaches this past October. R I S E N VIDEO (2 Minutes)

Our goal at the state-of-the-art medical missionary school, conducted at BellaVita Lifestyle Center, is to certify Bible workers and laymen as Natural Hygiene Coaches, and send them out to teach God's health message of complete restoration. We want to teach our Natural Hygiene Coaches how to open and operate their own Home Lifestyle Centers, and to become beacons of light to reach the world. R I S E N is the only school in the world that offers Natural Hygiene Coach Certification and the Three Angels' Messages.

Natural Hygiene embodies correct living practices and obedience to the eight natural laws of health. At R I S E N, the students learn how to cleanse the body, and all seven elimination organs, of toxins. They also learn how to regenerate the body organs and purify the blood for true healing.

The hygienic system teaches that disease is a remedial effort, a struggle against the vital powers to purify the system and recover the normal state. This effort should be aided, directed, and regulated if need be, but never suppressed. What is this mysterious thing called disease? It is simply an effort to remove obstructing material which we call toxic materials from the organic domain and to repair damages. Diseases is a process of purification and repair. It is remedial action. It is a power struggle to overcome obstructions and to keep the channels of circulation free.  

"Natural Hygiene, The Puristine Way of Life."

The intense medical missionary program at R I S E N is offered in a 2-part training series, which includes a distance-learning course entitled "Fundamentals of Natural Hygiene", and an intensive residential program equipping the graduate as a Certified Natural Hygiene Coach.

1. Fundamentals of Natural Hygiene - A Prerequisite Course for the Natural Hygiene Coach
Professional Fitness Center

Certification Program. A diploma is issued upon successful completion of course exams with accuracy of 85% or better. This training series consists of 10 components (includes 16 DVDs and required resource books) covering a broad spectrum on health and nutrition, disease, its causes, prevention and cure. Exclusive presentations on video by Charlotte Gerson, Dr. T. Colin Campbell, Dr. John McDougall, Dr. Russell Blaylock, Dr. Neal Barnard, and Danny Vierra, CNC. Graduates gain the foundation necessary for successful understanding of the purpose and function of natural hygiene and its practical application.

2. **Natural Hygiene Coach Certification** - A 14-Day Residential Program located at the BellaVita Lifestyle Center. Certification is issued upon successful completion of residential program at BellaVita Lifestyle Center. Enjoy the beauty and relaxing atmosphere of the BellaVita Lifestyle Center as you train to become a Certified Natural Hygiene Coach during the premiere 14-day intensive program. Come and learn while you engage in the complete 10-day cleansing, detoxification, and regeneration program with additional education in the following:

- Extensive Instruction in Natural Hygiene
- Raw Food Instruction (20 hours)
- Hands-On Natural Healing Protocols
- Live Juices for Cleansing and Rebuilding
- Hydrotherapy, including Coldsheet Treatments
- Massage and Bodywork
- Practical Application of Herbal Medicine and Nutritional Supplementation
- Detoxification Drinks and Herbals
- Square-foot Gardening Method
- Weight Lifting Training and Instruction
- Church-based Health Outreach & Evangelism
- Blending the Health Message with the Gospel
- Bible Studies and Health Evangelism
- Door to Door Work
- How to Operate Your Own Lifestyle Education Home or Center

Natural Hygiene Coach Certification (NHC) provides cutting-edge curricula and training to individuals desiring to direct and operate a lifestyle education home and support individuals through the process of cleansing and detoxification of the seven elimination
organs/systems of the body and regeneration of the whole person. NHC graduates are licensed to use BellaVita Lifestyle Center Teacher's Manual and programmatic materials (including 26 instructional DVDs) for individualized detoxification sessions. Internship for Certified Natural Hygiene Coaches - NHC graduates may apply for an internship at BellaVita Lifestyle Center’s 10-day detoxification program.

NEW VIDEO TESTIMONIES FROM GRADUATES

For additional information, please contact: Charmaine@modernmanna.org

God bless you,
Danny Vierra
BellaVita Lifestyle Center

MAC N’ CHEESE

The king of comfort foods and my son's favorite. Mac 'n Cheese made with fresh red bell peppers! Cook up some organic corn or brown rice elbow noodles and pour this delicious sauce over them and stir! Yummamazing!

Chef Charmaine
Cashew Cheezy Sauce

5 cups water
2 cups cashews, soaked
2 red bell peppers, seeded
1 cup nutritional yeast flakes
1/2 cup lemon juice
1 Tbs. onion powder
3 Tbs. cornstarch
1 Tbs. tumeric
2 tsp. garlic powder
1 Tbs. Celtic salt

Blend all ingredients until smooth. Cook over medium heat until mixture begins to become thick.

Also delicious as a nacho sauce for baked potatoes, baked corn chips with fresh diced tomatoes, red onions, black olives, guacamole.

Tasty dreams to you all, from my heart to yours, Chef Charmaine

"Like" my New Facebook page, BellaVegan, and enjoy more wonderful and amazing recipes. JOIN HERE

Coming Events & Speaking Engagements -
Call 800-655-3228 for more information

January 11-13
Fresno Central Valley SDA Church
Natural Remedies and Raw Food Workshop
and PCRM’s Children’s Health Program
Fresno, CA

These statements have not been evaluated by the food and drug administration. These products are not meant to diagnose, treat or cure any disease or medical condition.

The Lord is the Master Physician. The Bible says He is the One who “forgiveth all thine
A 2012 study revealed that only 25% of men have optimal semen, and some estimates show that sperm counts around the world have dropped by 80% since the 1930's. EGW said: "If Adam, at his creation, had not been endowed with 20 times as much vital force as men now have, the race, with their present habits of living in violation of natural law, would have become extinct" HL 45. Antioxidants have a powerful effect in sperm count, motility, and structure. Vitamin C (1,000 mg. a day) when combined with Vitamin E (1,490 IU a day) improved pregnancy rate by 100%. Zinc (50 mg. a day) should be added also. Great news for husbands who need help!

2 New Health Booklets by Danny Vierra
HOT OFF THE PRESS

My two new health booklets just arrived and are wonderful gift ideas for the holidays.

**Can Attitude Affect Your Healing?** - It has been said that nine-tenths of diseases have their origin in the mind. Learn how negative emotions and stress weaken the immune system, cause low thyroid, and many autoimmune diseases. God has the answer on how you can have love, joy, and peace back in your life. How does the word freedom sound to you? An excellent book on emotional healing. To order online just click on title above. Bulk price link is under the price online.

**God's Health Plan** - God's wants you to be healthy! This booklet is perfect for sharing God's eight natural remedies with anybody. The easy-to-read booklet is packed with information on nutrition, exercise, water, sunlight, temperance, fresh air, and trust in God. The attractive health booklet is both thorough and inexpensive. Now you can easily share vital health information to restore the sick back to health. To order online just click on title above. Bulk price link is under the price online.

**Special $.99 each**
**(Discounts on 25 or more)**
or call Modern Manna at
209.334.3868

NEW - R I S E N Graduates Give Their Testimonies
NEW - BellaVita Healing Testimonies - May 2012
NEW - BellaVita Healing Testimonies - July 2012
NEW - Alkaline PH: The Key to Prevention - Pt 2 Dr. Robert O. Young - Health Crusade 2012
BellaVita Healing Testimonies - March
Modern Manna Goes To Babylon, NY
Amazing Healing Testimonies
Woman with Lymes Disease
BellaVita Movie - Premier Results
Spiritual Digestion and Assimilation

One Final Note
--------------------------------------------------
I would greatly appreciate your prayers. Time is short and Jesus is coming soon. The signs are all around us.

Please help Modern Manna reach the world with the health message and the gospel. Donations can be made online at www.modernmanna or just drop me a note at danny@modernmanna.org or call 1-800-655-3228. Perhaps we can encourage one another.

God bless you,